Introduction
Is the velocity of body can larger than c? This is a significant debate item since 1905. In this century there are two larger scale debates bout this item, with many scientists involved, although the smaller scale debate popped up even offten. The first one is at this century beginning about the result of WKD experiment [1] . The second one is in 2011 about the velocity of the neutrino, European scientists found it flipeoplees slight larger than c [2] . These arguments no result, no people can gives which is correct, most persons still kept original thought: the Relativity is a universal truth and the superluminal motion is impossible, although a lots of superluminal phenomena been founded [3] .
When we read the paper [1] were surprised and attracted by its result, asked what caused the light pulses travel so fast, is this light pulses are virtual? [4] . We think the pulse is a photons time-space assembly, be detected means isn't virtual. For communication system three characters we aspire it has: 1, safe and reliable; 2, high capacity; 3, fast speed. Especially the superluminal pulses transfer the information is the only way assure getting characters 2 and 3, meanwhile the communications system and computer will be changed dramatically. When we suggest to do the research on and want to get support but our research on superluminal phenomena and communication meet with consistant rejections, and we have to organize a family research group to pursue; associating with debate about neutrino speed, although the observation more than ten thousands and same phenomenon also observed in the explosion SN1987A in 1987, since this result conflicts with the SR still not be accepted. Obviously the contradiction between the superluminal phenomena and the Relativity has blocked the development and deep research of new science and technology seriously. We have to study that and show what reasons cause it? Here introduce our some results; welcome to comment.
Superluminal Propagation of Information
In digital communications the information propagation is by virtue of the coded pulses, the speed of pulse as an information unit just is that of the information. Therefore, all of us concern with how to change the the pulse speed and real or virtual the superluminal pulse is.
The Problem about the Superluminal Pulse is the Real or Virtual [5]
Sommerfeld et al. got the v e can't lager than c [6] , We found their deduce method and the result are wrong, since the energy transfer density just is that of the electro-magnetic wave, for the monochromatic wave we got
(1) for the pulse due to the overlap of the monochromatic wave components, we have g e v v  (2) Here v p is phase velocity and v g the group velocity. The fact, the superluminal pulse be detected, means it is real and can be used to transfer the information.
The Superluminal Propagation of the Pulse [4]
Theoretic demonstration. Suppose the waveform of light pulse is U(r,t), we have When such pulse passes through a medium with linear dispersion as Figure 1 , ignoring absorption and gain, Dispersion will causes an additive phase change for each component. Therefore after reshaping it becomes a new pulse, Taking a first approximation, get
Hence, the reshaped pulse is represented by the enveloped function C(r,t), its peak at
Since the dispersion can be positive or negative, so v g can be less than, equal to or larger than c, even take a negative value. In this condition the SR is invalid, and also no addition theorem of velocities.
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Computer simulation. For proving the correctness of theoretic calculation, by virtue of computer simulation we study the behavior of the propagation of a pulse consisting of 21 cosine waves. The expressionof the pulse is
-2 , n 0 = 1, c = 1, not loss the generality. The calculating results are shown in Figure 2 -3. In the dispersing medium the pulse propagation is different from their components. The simulation results coincide with the theoretic calculation.
We checked the WKD experiment results again, except the formulas of the transit broadening of the spectral line and advance time, it is all right. We think the transit broadening is [7] In experiment, L=6cm, v g = -c/310, get t = -62ns, coincides with the measured value -63±1ns. Also estimated the dispersion length L D  23cm, so that the output pulse passes though 6cm cell without distortion. We have discussed the problem of the long distance propagation of the superluminal pulse, by suitable choice the parameters the pulse can propagate long distance without distortion [8] . WKD Experiment has been repeated even in fiber [9] . So information propagates superluminally is possible. 
Briefly Discussing This Contradiction between SR and Superluminal Phenomena [10]
In spite of so many persons doubt the WKD experiment, but we have proved this experiment is correct in theory [5] . For more people to accept this result, here we shall address the contradiction btw SR and superluminal from three aspects*: 1, the epistemology; 2, the defects of SR; 3, the character of SR; For 1, we pointed out there are objective and subjective ( visual) epistemology, and corresponds to real and virtual (visual) world, SR belongs to subjective one studying the motion law of body image, and classical mechanic belongs to objctive one studying the real motion law of body and recognize the superluminal phenomena. For 2, we said the contraction of ruler, and retardation of clock [11] is apparent visual phenomena, no actual meaning. The velocity addition theorem should change its name as a corresponding theorem of velocity. Meanwhile the invariable priciple of light velocity as one of basic principle of SR is wrong proved by two light beam interference, in fact two beam are relative rest, otherwise no fringe be seen, the thought of Einstein light velocity independent of the observer situation is incorrect. For 3, the valid condition of Lorentz transformation is c v, this is the limitation of SR, not means v can't larger than c. Our research shows the superluminal is a natural phenomenon, this idea has been accepted by Encyclopedia of China [12] . more detail discussion can be found in other papers [17, #] .
Visual Mechanics and Its Transformation of Time-space Coordinate
Here we define a visual mechanic that studies the visual law of the body motion i.e. the motion law of the body image in visual world. Now except the motion law in the classical mechanic we also need take in count of the influence of light speed on the observed result. Einstein try to solve this problem, unfortunately he only considered one visual situation and ignored an important situation the observer study the body motion in different system. As we know there are two kinds of visual mechanic problems.
1, one observer studies the body motion in different systems with relative uniform velocity. 2, different observers study the same body motion. Due to the difference of the problem, the content and method for them are different too. Here we Define the real visual mechanic deals with the first visual problem and the pseudo visual mechanic deal with the second one, only for distinguishing. All belong to the visual mechanics. We have pointed out that the visual mechanic studying the visual problems including the superluminal phenomena still waiting to establish and complete. The important thing for them is the time-space transformation of the coordinates in different systems. We discuss it as following * ,# .
The Time-space Transformation for the Real Visual Mechanics
Suppose two coordinate systems A(x,y,z) and A'(x',y'z') with initial distance x 0 . When make relative uniform velocity v, we can get When x 0 = 0, have
This is the time-space transformation of the real visual mechanic corresponding to the Galileo's in the classical mechanic, no limit both on t and v, if v = c, or v>c, t, t' no relation or have opposite sign means can't receive the light signal, it corresponds to the "black hole", but from equ.(16) when x 0 is negative enough even if v>c, t and t' still can have same sign, it corresponds to can receive the past-time signal and corresponds to the "flare". It still waits to prove. In such case the covariance of the time-space quantities is (13) Equ. (13) is the mathematic expression for the light velocity depends on the situation of the observer that Einstein was against, but this result can be demonstrated by the light interference experiment.
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The Time-space Transformation for the Pseudo Visual Mechanics
Since the light velocity only depends on the electro-magnetic property of medium, in any vacuum system the light velocity is c for a rest observer. Some person define [13] .
as the event interval in each system, put S 2 = S' 2 , i.e. the covariance of the time-space coordinates. 
The difference between eq. (12) and (15) is that the (12) has one observer and two systems, and in (18) two observers and two systems that give out the essence of the SR and the application region. The Lorentz transformation gives the coordinate relation of an event btw two observers in different systems. So that the SR is only to study the second kind of visual problem, means the SR just is the pseudo visual mechanic and quietly different from the real visual mechanic, so that we said the Lorentz transformation doesn't exist in the real visual mechanic [15] . The invariance of the light velocity is valid approximately only when c >> v (for most celestial bodies fit this condition), in such case all transformation have same form, the SR is approximate to the real visual mechanic. But we have to point out that:
1, The invariance principle of the light velocity as base of SR need be defined again. In our opinion the equ. (15) may not need the invariance principle of the light velocity. But Einstein considers the light velocity independent of the the observer that is incorrect.
2. The condition for equ. (15) valid is c  v. is the limitation of the SR and not means superluminal phenomena not exist, so can't use SR to deny the superluminal phenomena. At present, two kinds of the visual mechanics are mixed. Lorentz transformation is often used in the first kind of visual problem. Therefore many research results, especially in Astronomy, maybe meet problem.
Meaning of the Research of the Superluminal Phenomena
More than decate ago we had pointed the study of the superluminal phenomena will affect the Physics and the communications deeply [5] . Here we list its some application as following:
The Influence on the Physics
Firstly, this research can test the SR conclusions, we have showed the SR is only a pseudo visual mechanic, some conclusions gotten from the SR is incorrect or no universal meaning. The Lorentz transformation can't use anywhere and our results may make large impact on the physic, many concept will change too. We think the Universe may not be as that described by the Relativity. After breaking the bondage of the Relativity the research will jump to a new high level. We now know the two kinds of epistemologies and worlds a little, knowing three mechanics study the body motion law in different region also not enough, some one deny the Relativity and its time-space viewpoint of four dimension [14] , and others too believe the relativity and consider it as a universal truth to deny the superluminal phenomena. All that promote to establish and complete the visual mechanics urgently. At present, the SR as a branch of the visual mechanics used as the visual mechanics at all almost, made chaos in physics, and now no suitable theory to deal with the superluminal phenomena, so that fill the blank of the visual mechanics is very important, after that the explanation of the physical phenomena will be more reasonable, and the application region of the Relativity be more clear.
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Application in the Informatics: the Superluminal Informatics [15, 16, 17] In Super Computer. Right now to rise the operate rate of the computer is still the pursuit. Firstly for a single computer, except the operate units there are many transmission lines. If these lines made by special material the signal can transmit fast than c, the operate rate of the computer also can faster too. Secondly, since the operate rate of the single computer is limited, at present the super-computer is combined by many single and consist of a network and operate in parallel, if the superluminal transmission of the signal between the computers has realized, the computer group will operate faster too.
Superluminal Communication. 1) Communication systems.
The capacity of the communication system is ratio to the speed of the information unit, i.e. the pulse. The superluminal transmission of the signal can raise the bit rate the single channel can transfer several T bits signal, single channel system can relax or avoid the techniques of multiplex, de-multiplex and the compensation of dispersion and nonlinearity and simplify the communication system. We are concern with that how to realize the superluminal information transmission, from eq.
>0, the v g will larger than c, means the system operates in negative dispersion region. This can be realized by natural material or artificially. We think only after realizing the superluminal communication can say that we have realized the information high way.
2) Time compensator. When v g < 0, in such case the time advance happen, the output pulse leave the medium before the input pulse in that was proved by a serious experiments. This effect can be made a time compensator to short the transmission time of the information. The amount of the time short t = L/v g , L is the length of the transmission medium, the less the absolute value of the group velocity, the larger length L, the more the short time. It is possible to open the way to realize the interstellar communication and improve the precision of the remote control and sensing in airspace and military.
In general, we think the biggest beneficiary in the near future maybe is the super computer, since the superluminal information transmission between the computers is easier than it in the communication system, and the second beneficial is the remote control and sensing in airspace and military,then is communications itself.
Summary
Here we briefly discussed a significant debate in physics area: the contradiction btw superluminal phenomena and SR. Most Physicists neglected the difference between real world and virtual world or objective and subjective epistemology, assuming the SR is a truth and can interpret all physical phenomena. In fact, the SR only one kind theory of visual mechanics, and not the real visual mechanic that can't interpret the phenomena in real world, the results predicted by it not agree with the observed phenomena more often than ever the objective phenomena. As we pointed out that only when v<<c the results got from SR approximately agree with the observed. Although the Relativity is a glorious theory that providing a method to study the visual phenomena but it isn't all correct, one example is the invariance principle of light velocity as the one base of the SR is incorrect, which is demonstrated by the interference of two light beams.The prerequisite of the SR is v  c, which is the limitation of the Relativity. It also means the Relativity can't deal with the superluminal phenomena let alone to deny that. The real visual mechanics is one to be able to deal with superluminal problems*. Our opinion is that the real world maybe not be the same as that described by the Relativity and it is a fact the neutrino travels faster than c. We think that any physics law has different pre-condition and should have different range of application. Superluminal motion is a natural phenomenon and the Relativity also isn't a universal truth which is still need to be completed and correct understanding. The SR can't be used to deny the superluminal phenomena. The debate about the superluminal should stop as soon as possible and we need pay more attention on develop the superluminal informatics this is our opinion to be discussed with all the scientists. 
